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Abstract
According to psychological learning theory an important principle governing language acquisition is co-occurrence. For example,
when we perceive language, our brain seems to unconsciously analyze and store the co-occurrence patterns of the words. And during
language production, these co-occurrence patterns are reproduced. The applicability of this principle is particularly obvious in the case
of word associations. There is evidence that the associative responses people typically come up with upon presentation of a stimulus
word are often words which frequently co-occur with it. It is thus possible to predict a response by looking at co-occurrence data. The
work presented here is along these lines. However, it differs from most previous work in that it investigates the direction from the
response to the stimulus rather than vice-versa, and that it also deals with the case when several responses are known. Our results
indicate that it is possible to predict a stimulus word from its responses, and that it helps if several responses are given.
Keywords: word associations, reverse associations, associative learning, multiword association

1.

Introduction

Free word associations are the words human subjects
spontaneously come up with upon presentation of stimulus words. For example, on presentation of black subjects
typically respond with white, and on presentation of funny
they respond with laugh. Psychological learning theory
has already more than a century ago hypothesized that
associations are learned by memorizing the contiguities of
perceived objects (James, 1890), and later work, such as
Schvaneveldt et al. (1989), Wettler & Rapp (1989), and
Church & Hanks (1990) showed that contiguity learning
also applies if words are the objects of study.
With the advent of corpus linguistics people started to
compare word co-occurrences as observed in large text
corpora to the word associations as produced by human
subjects in the word association experiment (Rapp &
Wettler, 1991). The findings confirmed the theory: The
simulated (i.e. corpus-based) associations were almost
indistinguishable from the associations produced by humans (Wettler et al., 2005; Tamir, 2005). In particular,
quantitative evaluations showed that they lie well within
the natural range of variation as observed for human associations.
Given this success, people started to apply the same
methodology in the case when several stimulus words are
known. For example, given the stimulus words King and
daughter, subjects would frequently come up with
princess, or given circus and laugh they would come up
with clown. This behavior could also be replicated to
some extend, but the results were not as convincing as
with single stimulus words. The respective work often
comes under headwords such as multiword associations
(e.g. Rapp, 2008) or (in psychology) the remote association test. A recent notable publication on the remote
association test which gives pointers to other related work,
is Smith et al. (2013) who apply this for problems that
require consideration of multiple constraints, such as
choosing a job based on salary, location, and work des-

cription. Another one is Griffiths et al. (2007) who assume
that concept retrieval from memory can be facilitated by
inferring the gist of a sentence, and using it to predict related concepts and disambiguate words. They implement
this by using a topic model.
A problem when trying to simulate multiword associations is that the human responses upon multiword stimuli
show a much higher variation than those on single stimulus words. This makes the overlap between simulated
and human associations so low that quantitative evaluation measures would only be reliable if large amounts of
human data (i.e. multiword-stimuli together with their
responses) could be considered. However, it is difficult to
collect such data from human subjects, especially as the
subjects describe the task of multiword association to be
considerably more demanding than the task of single
word association, making it more likely that it is not conducted properly. Using recent developments such as
crowdsourcing or games with a purpose it should nevertheless be possible to collect large quantities of multiword
associations. However, to our knowledge this has not
happened yet. As a consequence, the gold standards
available for optimizing the algorithms were rather small
(see e.g. Rapp, 2008) so that their limited reliability
presumably lead to suboptimal results.
In the current paper we suggest to bypass this problem
by focusing on a related but different and particularly well
defined task where data is comparatively plentiful, namely the reverse association task. With this we mean the production of a stimulus word when given its responses. For
example, given the stimulus word cold the top five most
frequent responses as produced by test persons were hot,
ice, warm, water, and freeze. We now simply reverse the
task, i.e. we assume that the five responses are given, and
try to compute the stimulus. Doing so has the advantage
that we can use any of the previously collected association
norms as a gold standard. For example, the Edinburgh
Associative Thesaurus alone will give us 8400 test items,
which is about two orders of magnitude larger than e.g.
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the multiword association test sets used in Griffiths et al.
(2007) and in Rapp (2008).
Let us mention that the proposed reversal could lead to
terminological confusion for the following reason: The
words which were the stimulus words in the human experiments become the associative responses in the reverse
association task. And the words which were the associative responses become the stimulus words. To minimize
this confusion, in the remainder of this paper when we
talk about the reverse association task we will not use the
terms stimulus word and associative response, but instead
the terms given word and target word.

2.

Approach

We use a vector space approach as described in our previous work (Rapp, 2008; Rapp, 2013). It involves computing a co-occurrence matrix of the words found in a text
corpus and applying a standard association measure (in
our case the log-likelihood ratio, see Dunning, 1993) to
the co-occurrence counts. In the resulting association
matrix, the strongest association to a given word can be
retrieved by locating in its association vector the highest
value. The word relating to this value is considered to be
the strongest associative response to the given word.
In Rapp (2008) we extended this algorithm to multiword associations, i.e. to the case when several stimulus
words are given and the aim is to compute their common
associative response. In Rapp (2013) we applied this approach to the reverse association task. Let us briefly review the core findings of these studies.
Rapp (2013) assumes that reverse associations can be
computed using exactly the same algorithm as suitable for
multiword associations. The results will usually be even
better as the task is somewhat easier. The reason for the
relative simplicity is that in the reverse association task all
given words point to the same target word, and often nicely disambiguate each other. For example, for the stimulus
word palm the EAT lists associative responses such as
hand and finger, but also tree and oil. The former two
relate to the body part sense of palm, the latter to its plant
sense. But when we reverse the task, the four given words
nicely point to palm as probably there are not many other
English words with senses relating to both plante and
body parts.
In Rapp (2008) we had described a simple yet effective
algorithm for computing multiword associations, which,
as argued above, is also suitable for computing reverse
associations. The underlying assumption was that a target
word must have strong connections to all given words,
and that strong connections to only some of them do not
suffice. Such a behaviour can be put into practice using a
multiplication.
However, we do not multiply the associative weights as
our association measure of choice, namely the log- likelihood ratio, has an inappropriate (exponential) value characteristic. This value characteristic has the effect that a
weak association to one of the stimuli can easily be overcompensated by a strong association to another stimulus,
which is not desirable. Instead of multiplying the asso-

ciation strengths, we therefore multiply their ranks. This
improves the results significantly.
Such considerations lead us to the following basic
procedure: Given an association matrix of vocabulary V
containing the association strengths (log-likelihood ratios)
between all possible pairs of words, to determine the target word triggered by the given words a, b, c, ... the
following steps are conducted:
1) For each word in V look up the ranks of the words a,
b, c, ... in its association vector, and compute the
product of these ranks.
2) Sort the words in V according to these products, with
the sort order such that the lowest value obtains the
top rank (i.e. conduct a reverse sort).
Note that this procedure, which we call the product-ofranks algorithm, is computationally somewhat demanding as these computations are required for each word in a
possibly very large vocabulary. 1 On the plus side, the
procedure is in principle applicable to any number of stimulus words,2 and when we have more of them there is
only a slight increase in the computational load.

3.

Resources

3.1 Corpora
As our corpora used for extracting word co-occurrence
information we use the British National Corpus (Burnard
& Aston, 1998), the ukWaC corpus (Ferraresi et al., 2008),
and the deWaC corpus (Baroni et al., 2009). The former is
a balanced sample of current day British English comprising about 100 million words. The latter two are large
collections of texts downloaded from the web with each
comprising in the order of two billion words. Hereby, as
the names suggest, ukWaC contains British English texts
and deWaC German texts.
From these corpora the function words were removed
using lists of English and German stopwords. Then the
corpora were lemmatized by applying the lookup procedure described in Rapp (1999) which utilizes large lists of
inflected word forms paired with their lemmas. This procedure does not consider the context of a word. Therefore
word forms with several possible lemmas (a case which is
not very common in English and German) remained unchanged. Although this limitation is usually a drawback,
in our setting it has the advantage that the same procedure
is also applicable for isolated words without context. We
could therefore apply it in the same way to the association
norms described below.

3.2 Association norms
As our source of human reference data we use the Edinburgh Associative Thesaurus (EAT; Kiss et al. 1973)
which is the largest classical collection of its kind. The
EAT comprises about 100 associative responses as re1

For this reason in the experimental part of this paper we always
somewhat restrict the vocabulary to be considered.
2
In section 4 we present results for up to 30 stimulus words.
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quested from British students for each of altogether 8400
stimulus words. As some of these stimulus words are
multiword units or function words, both of which we did
not want to include here, we removed these from the associative thesaurus. Also, the above mentioned lemmatization led in a few cases to the duplication of existing stimulus words (e.g. if a plural form is reduced to a singular
form and this singular form is already covered). Altogether, this led to a reduction of the number of items in the
EAT from 8400 to 7918. This is the subset to be used in
section 4.2.
A type of resource similar to the EAT are the Minnesota word association norms (Russel & Jenkins, 1954;
Jenkins, 1970) which we use in another experiment (see
section 4.3). Although they comprise only the 100 standard stimulus words suggested by Kent & Rosanoff (1910),
they have the advantage that the same type of association
experiment was also conducted for German, thereby presenting the German test persons translations of the English stimulus words (Russell & Meseck, 1959; Russell,
1970). This German data we also use in an experiment.

4.

average, already the eighth response word is not helpful
for determining the respective stimulus word.
TOP 2 RESPONSES FROM EAT: apple (1385), juice (1613)
STIMULUS WORD FROM EAT: fruit (3978)
COMPUTED TARGET WORDS: orange (2333), grape (273),
lemon (1019), lime (612), pineapple (220), grated (423),
apples (792), fruit (3978), grapefruit (113), carrot (359)
TOP 3 RESPONSES FROM EAT: water (33449), tub (332),
clean (6599)
STIMULUS WORD FROM EAT: bath (415)
COMPUTED TARGET WORDS: rinsed (177), bath (2819),
soak (315), rinse (288), wash (2449), refill (138),
rainwater (160), polluted (393), towels (421), sanitation
(156)
TOP 4 RESPONSES FROM EAT: grass (4295), blue (9986),
red (13528), yellow (4432)
STIMULUS WORD FROM EAT: green (10606)
COMPUTED TARGET WORDS: green (10606), jersey
(359), ochre (124), bright (5313), pale (3583), violet
(396), purple (1262), greenish (136), stripe (191), veined
(103)

Results

4.1 Previous results
As a baseline for comparisons, let us recapitulate some
previous results from Rapp (2013). These were obtained
using a pre-processed version of the British National
Corpus as described above. For counting the word cooccurrences a window size of plus and minus two words
from a given word was considered. The vocabulary used
for the rows and columns of the co-occurrence matrix
were all 34,324 words which in the lemmatized BNC had
a corpus frequency of 100 or higher.
To give a first impression, Table 1 shows some sample
results (Rapp, 2013). For example, the EAT lists apple
and juice as the top responses when given the stimulus
word fruit, but our algorithm, when provided with apple
and juice, computes that orange would be the best target
word. This is not as expected, but also has some plausibility. The expected target word fruit shows up on the 8th
position of the computed list of words.
For a quantitative evaluation, we only looked at a subset of the EAT. This comprises the 100 stimulus words as
suggested by Kent & Rosanoff (1910), together with their
responses as taken from the EAT. Analogous to the BNC,
the EAT data was also lemmatized using the same procedure. For the Kent & Rosanoff subset, we counted in how
many cases the expected target word is ranked first in the
list of computed words. This leads to conservative numbers as only exact matches are considered as correct. For
example, the last item in Table 1, where whisky instead of
whiskey is on rank 1, would count as wrong.
Figure 1 shows the percentage of correctly computed
target words depending on the number of given words (i.e.
associative responses from the EAT) that are taken into
account. As can be seen, the quality of the results improves up to seven given words where it reaches 54% accuracy, and from then on degrades. This means that, on

TOP 5 RESPONSES FROM EAT: drink (7894), gin (507),
bottle (4299), soda (356), Scotch (621)
STIMULUS WORD FROM EAT: whiskey (129)
COMPUTED TARGET WORDS: whisky (1451), whiskey
(129), tonic (511), vodka (303), brandy (848), Whisky
(276), scotch (151), lemonade (229), poured (1793),
gulp (196)
Table 1: Top ten computed target words for various numbers of given words. Numbers in brackets refer to the respective words' corpus frequencies in the BNC.

Fig. 1: Percentage of correctly predicted target words depending on the number of given words. The maximum
accuracy of 54% is achieved for six and likewise for seven
given words.
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Let us mention a detail: For the case of single stimulus
words (leftmost point in curve) we did not use the product-of-ranks algorithm. Instead simply the word showing the highest log-likelihood score in conjunction with
the given word is considered as the associative response
of the system. The reason is that with the product-of-ranks
algorithm for a single given word it is relatively common
that for several responses this word ends up on the same
rank,3 in which case the system would make an arbitrary
and thus suboptimal decision. See Rapp (2013) for details.
The same consideration also applies to the results shown
in Figures 2 to 4.

4.2 Results for a large EAT-derived dataset
Given that the previous results shown in Figure 1 reflect
only a 100 word subset of the EAT, in the following we
provide analogous results for almost the full EAT as
described in section 3.2.
Like in section 4.1 the co-occurrences were counted
using the lemmatized BNC with function words removed.
The window size was again plus and minus 2, and the association measure of choice was the log-likelihood ratio.
The only difference was the vocabulary used. Due to the
large data set, for reasons of time efficiency we had to
somewhat reduce the vocabulary.
Actually we used two vocabularies: One for the rows
of the co-occurrence matrix and one for the columns. For
the rows we used all 7918 stimulus words occurring in our
large EAT subset. For the columns we used all 19,973
unique words appearing in the lemmatized EAT as responses to the 7918 stimulus words.

Fig. 2: Percentage of correctly predicted target words depending on the number of given words. The maximum
accuracy of 36.7% is achieved for eight given words.

3

For example, the given word white might end up on rank 1 for
two potential target words, namely black and snow.

The limited vocabularies mean that the task of the
product-of-rank algorithm is slightly facilitated. When
computing a target word, rather than choosing from (potentially) all words of the English vocabulary, it had to
choose from only the 7918 word subset. The respective
results are shown in Figure 2.

4.3 Results for other data
In order to see in how far the quality of the results is affected when using different data, we did a further experiment. This time, instead of the BNC we used the ukWaC
corpus, and instead of the EAT we used the Minnesota
association norms, as described in section 3. Except for
the vocabulary, all computational parameters (lemmatization, window size, association measure) remained the
same. As our vocabulary, to be applied for both rows and
columns of our co-occurrence matrix, we used all 3884
words occurring in the lemmatized Minnesota association
norms. Figure 3 shows the results.
Although the Minnesota norms provide only data for
the 100 Kent & Rosanoff (1910) stimulus words, their
total vocabulary (i.e. including stimuli and responses) is
relatively large as they are based on an about ten times
larger number of test persons per stimulus word than in
the case of the EAT. Whereas for the EAT the responses
from 100 test persons were collected for each stimulus
word, for the Minnesota norms the number of test persons
amounted to 1008 per stimulus word.

Fig. 3: Percentage of correctly predicted target words depending on the number of given words. The maximum
accuracy of 53% is achieved for seven given words.

4.4 Results for another language
The theory of associative learning underlying this work
should in principle be applicable to all languages. To investigate this, we conducted an experiment as similar as
possible to the one described in the previous section but
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for German. There we had already chosen our language
resources in such a way that similar resources are available for German. In the case of the Minnesota norms, the
German counterpart are the norms published by Russell &
Meseck (1959) where the 100 stimulus words used are
German translations of the stimulus words used in the
Minnesota norms. A difference is that in the German
experiment the associative responses were collected from
331 rather than 1008 students.
Concerning the corpus used, the German counterpart
of the ukWaC corpus is the deWaC corpus which is of
similar size (see section 3.1). Note that for the BNC (used
in section 4.1) no German counterpart exists, which is
why in section 4.3 we went for the ukWaC corpus. We
also had a lemmatization procedure similar to the one for
English available for German (Rapp, 1999) which we
applied on the deWaC corpus as well as on the German
association norms.
All computational parameters were chosen in analogy
to section 4.3. That is, the window size (plus an minus two
words) and the association measure (log-likelihood ratio)
remained the same, and as the vocabulary we used all
4977 words occurring in the lemmatized German association norms for both the rows and the columns of our
matrix.
The outcome of the respective experiment is shown in
Figure 4.

Fig. 4: Percentage of correctly predicted target words
depending on the number of given words. The maximum
accuracy of 29% is achieved for seven given words.

5.

Discussion and conclusions

When predicting the target words in the reverse association task, an interesting question is in how far the quality
of the results depends on the number of given words. To
answer this question, we conducted evaluations for various numbers of given words. Beforehand, we had three
expectations:

•

•

•

The more subjects have given a particular associative
response, the more salient it is and the more precisely
it should trigger the desired target word.
In contrast, responses given by only one or very few
subjects might be of arbitrary nature and therefore not
helpful for predicting the target word.
Considering a larger number of salient associative
responses should improve the results.

The shapes of all curves (Fig. 1 to 4) show an accuracy
maximum for a range between six and eight given words,
with accuracies significantly decreasing for lower and for
higher numbers. This provides some evidence that the
above expectations might be correct.
With accuracies of 54% and 53%, respectively, the best
results were achieved in the experiments described in
sections 4.1 and 4.3. Hereby it may seem surprising that
the results of section 4.1 are marginally better despite the
fact that the corpus used in section 4.3 (ukWaC) is about
20 times larger than the one used in 4.1 (BNC). However,
it should be mentioned that the BNC is better balanced.
Also, the Minnesota norms used in section 4.3 reflect American language use, which might be harder to predict on
the basis of a British language corpus.
Another similarity between the outcome of the two
experiments is that, although they are based on different
corpora and different association norms, the shapes of the
curves in Figures 1 and 3 show good agreement. In both
cases the maximum accuracy is more than three times
higher when compared to the case with only a single given
word.
An explanation for the rather good performance is that
in the reverse association task typically all clues (given
words) point to the same target word. On the other hand,
the task seems even non-trivial for humans, and sometimes there are several plausible options how the given
words might disambiguate each other. For example, given
apple and juice (see Table 1), the solution our system
came up with, namely orange, seems quite as plausible as
the expected solution fruit. However, in our evaluation
orange is counted as wrong, and this is true for many
others of the incorrect results.
With a maximum of 36.7%, the accuracies resulting
from the large set of 7918 EAT items (see section 3.2) are
generally somewhat lower than the ones reported in
sections 4.1 and 4.3 for the 100 items from the Kent &
Rosanoff (1910) list of words. This discrepancy can be
explained by the fact that the Kent & Rosanoff (1910)
words are mostly easy and frequent words which are
likely to be well covered in any text corpus. In comparison, the EAT contains a higher proportion of rare and
difficult words.
Concerning the application of the approach to another
language, namely German, the overall shape of the curve
turned out to be similar again. But it is somewhat erratic
which might be explained by the observation that in German the problem of data sparsity is likely to be more severe than it is in English due to its extensive compounding
and the higher number of inflectional variants. The maximum of the curve is also obtained for seven given words,
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but with a value of 29% the accuracy is at a considerably
lower level than the comparable English results from
section 4.3 (53%). For explanation, it should be noted that,
as described in Rapp (1996), the associations collected
from English subjects are about twice as homogeneous
than those from German subjects, so the discrepancy in
accuracies might simply reflect this observation.
In conclusion, although (in comparison to related work)
our algorithm does not require sophisticated processing
involving e.g. Latent Semantic Analysis or Topic Modeling, its results seem rather good. For example, Griffiths et
al. (2007) reported 11.54% correctly predicted target
words. Likewise, our own previous work (Rapp, 2008),
despite presenting a number of evaluations using various
corpora and data sets, achieved accuracies which were all
below 10%. The paper by Smith et al. (2013) which was
mentioned in the introduction, does not give quantitative
results at all.
Concerning applications, we see a number of possibilities: One is the tip-of-the-tongue problem, where a person cannot recall a particular word but can nevertheless
think of some of its properties and associations. Another
application is in information retrieval where the system
can help to sensibly expand a given list of search words,
and with the expanded list in turn used to conduct a better
search. As a further application, the system could be used
in multiword semantics to measure in how far the components of a multiword unit can predict each other. And
finally, if in the context of natural language understanding
in an utterance a word is missing or uncertain, we could
try to predict this word by considering all other content
words in the utterance (or within a somewhat wider context) as multiword input for our algorithm.
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